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00:39:20 jennifer.bryce: Here is the link to the SSR2 draft report working draft: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PAG8kh4Jg_6BNMbkqebVpyqebw5mPjXr3ie-

4rg210w/edit# 

00:41:09 Heather Flanagan: Got it - thanks! 

00:50:10 Zarko: sorry for being late 

00:51:22 laurin: chat only to not disturb the call: you should have received an email 

with a survey link. 

00:52:28 Jabhera Matogoro: I don't understand @Laurin 

00:54:07 Danko Jevtovic: The email is in. I will not respond - I believe that in my 

liaison I should not influence teams view of selection of recommendations and the 

priorities. 

00:54:35 laurin: Oh, apologies if this wasn’t clear. to gauge importance and urgency of 

our recommendations, there is a survey going out to all. this will simplify our discussion. 

00:56:05 laurin: Danko, whatever you prefer imho. I can, however, slice the data 

accordingly. ie you can give your opinion for information only if you want. 

00:56:48 Danko Jevtovic: OK 

01:01:02 jennifer.bryce: Here is the link to the CEO goals: 

https://www.icann.org/news/blog/icann-president-ceo-goals-for-fiscal-year-2020 

01:05:34 David Conrad: The facilitation function (the name has been changed 

numerous times) is under “DNS ecosystem Security Risk Management) 

01:12:36 Steve Conte: URL David is referring to is: 

01:12:37 Steve Conte: https://ithi.research.icann.org 

01:22:42 Denise: Steve Conte, David Conrad: Thanks for talking to the SSR2. 

Since you didn't have time to get through all of your informal feedback, could you send an 

email with all of your questions and observations to the SSR2 this week?  

01:27:37 Steve Conte: Thanks David, I meant to mention that in the beginning.  I 

know that Heather has worked hard to remove that ambiguity in the document, but there 



were still a few instances found (on the Dec 9 version) that still had a general reference to 

"ICANN" 

01:27:53 Alain Patrick AINA: i have to leave due  to a medical appointment. Thank 

you All 

01:28:28 Steve Conte: Thanks Alain, hope it goes OK 

01:31:16 Kaveh Ranjbar: I will have to leave for a RSSAC related call. Was a useful 

meeting, thank you all! 


